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3 Claims. (Cl. 15-4043) 

This invention relates to a novel bucket of the type 
utilized in the cleaning of underground sewer pipes. 

It is a common practice in the maintenance and clean 
ing of sewers to utilize a clam shell type bucket which 
is pulled along the sewer in an open position to engage 
and receive the debris or obstruction in the line, and is 
then pulled in the opposite direction to remove the debris 
engaged thereby. Such buckets comprise a main body 
built to complement the pipe in which it is to be received, 
and hinged closures at one or both ends, which are adapt 
ed to be closed when pulled from a direction opposite 
to the closure being operated. With present buckets, 
capacity is reduced by the operating mechanisms which 
are commonly located at the exterior of the bucket. In 
some instances buckets have been proposed using chains 
and inside bales. However, these mechanisms obstruct 
the interior of the bucket and minimize its effectiveness. 

It is a ?rst object of this invention to provide a novel 
bucket construction whereby the operating mechanism 
is located entirely within the bucket but does not ob 
struct the interior of the bucket to thereby pose prob~ 
lems as to the normal bucket operation. As a result 
of this construction, the present invention greatly in 
creases the capacity of a bucket operating within a given 
line diameter, by increasing both the outside and inside 
diameters of the bucket that can be received therein. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a bucket 

assembly which may be manufactured with a rigid body 
for normal straight line operation, but might also be 
manufactured with a ?exible body to accommodate 
curved pipes and to increase the effective length of a 
bucket which can be drawn through a given manhole. 

These and further objects will be evident from a study 
of the following description and the accompanying draw 
ings which illustrate two preferred embodiments of the 
instant invention. These examples are not intended to 
limit or restrict the scope of the invention, which is de 
?ned in the claims following this disclosure. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a vertical section taken through a ?rst 

embodiment of this invention; 
FIGURE 2 is an exterior view of the bucket shown in 

FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is a vertical section similar to FIGURE 1, 

but showing the same bucket in its closed position re 
ceived within a conventional pipe; 
FIGURE 4 is a top view of the bucket as seen in 

FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 5 is an end view of the closed bucket, look 

ing toward the open end thereof; 
FIGURE 6 is ‘an end view of the closed bucket looking 

toward the closed end thereof; 
FIGURE 7 is a sectional View taken along line 7--7 

in FIGURE 3, showing the bale in its relaxed position; 
FIGURE 8 is a sectional view similar to FIGURE 3, 

showing a modi?ed form of the invention in a length of 
curved pipe; and 
FIGURE 9 is a top view of the bucket seen in FIG 

URE 8, the jaws being in their open position. 
In the following disclosure, the normal open end of 

the bucket when ?lled shall be termed the rear end 
thereof, and motion leading from this end shall be termed 
rearward motion. Conversely the opposite or closable 
end of the bucket shall be termed the front end and mo 
tion in this direction shall be designated as forward mo 
tion. 
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The present bucket contemplates a cylindrical body It} 
which, in the ?rst embodiment shown in FIGURES 1 
through '7, is a rigid unit. The body It) has an open 
rear end 11 and a modi?ed open forward end 12. Ex 
tending along the body 10 are reenforcing runners 13 
?xed thereto so as to better guide the body 10 along the 
walls of the pipe within which it is received. The run 
ners 13 converge slightly at their rearward ends so as 
to prevent the bucket from catching on joints or seams 
in the pipe. 
At the modi?ed open end 12 of the body It) are 

mounted two jaws or closures 15. Each closure 15 is 
complementary to the other and to the opening at the 
end 12 of the body It). The jaws 15 are formed as 
shown in the drawings, so that when open, the jaws 15 
form substantially longitudinal extensions of the walls 
of the body ill). When in the closed position shown 
in FIGURE 3, jaws 15 present a substantially closed 
structure, engaging one another and the body Iii to seal 
the rear end of the bucket. Each of the jaws 15 is piv 
otally mounted on the body 10 by means of a hinge 16. 
The two hinges '16 are diametrically apart so that the 
jaws 15 turn about parallel axes. Each jaw 15 includes 
an outer edge v‘1'7 which is the leading edge of the bucket 
when moved in a forward direction and which seals with 
the opposite jaw to close the end 12 of the body It}. 
The jaws 15 are reenforced by bars 14 welded to the 
outer surface thereof so as to reenforce the jaws and 
guide them along the pipe surfaces. 
The jaws or closures 15 are manipulated by a pair of 

sliding bars 118 which are located adjacent the interior 
surface or body 10 and extend beyond the full length 
thereof. The bars 18 are pivoted at 20 to each jaw 15. 
Thus each jaw 15 is pivoted adjacent its outer edge 17 
by the two ‘bars 18 so that longitudinal movement of 
the bars 18 will result in the opening or closing of jaws 
15. Motion of the bars ‘18 relative to the body 10 is 
limited by front stops 21 and rear stops 22 which are 
adapted to abut the ?xed guides 20 mounted on the in 
terior of the body 10. 
The bars 18 are pivotally connected to front and rear 

bales 23 and 25 respectively. These bales are located 
outwardly of the body ‘10 and provide a hinged connec 
tion to a cable attached to the two ends of the bucket. 
The front cable connection is designated by the numeral 
24 while the rear cable connection is designated by the 
numeral 26. 
The ‘primary feature of this invention is the increased 

capacity of the bucket which is achieved by mounting 
the operating mechanism adjacent the interior surface of 
body 10. As can be seen in FIGURES 3 and 7, the ex— 
terior circumference of body ‘Elli can very closely approx 
imate the interior diameter of a pipe 27 to be cleaned 
thereby. In actual practice, the capacity of the bucket 
can be increased from 35% to 95% over the load ‘that 
can be handled by a conventional bucket with the oper 
ating mechanism at the exterior thereof. As a concrete 
example, a conventional bucket for a six inch diameter 
pipe has an outside diameter of 4% inches and a bale 
spread of 5% inches. Its capacity with a length of 27 
inches is approximately .13 cubic feet. A bucket manu 
factured according to the instant invention vfor use in 
six inch diameter pipe can have a bucket diameter of 55/8 
inches, which is equal to the bale spread. Thus, in a 
bucket having a length of 27 inches, the capacity is ap 
proximately .25 cubic feet, almost double the capacity 
of the conventional bucket. While this exceptional im 
provement varies in proportion to the diameter of the 
pipe, substantial increases in bucket capacity are avail 
able in every size ‘of conventional sewer pipe. 
The operation of this device is very simple, and anal 
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agous to the operation of prior buckets. As seen in 
FIGURE 3, the bucket is pulled to the left with the jaws 
15 in an open position (FIGURE 1) until the debris 
or obstruction is contained within the body It). The 
direction of pull on the bucket is then reversed to the 
right in FIGURE 3, and the sliding action of bar 18 
will close the jaws 15 so that the debris and bucket 
can be carried from the pipe 27 through a manhole. 
The bar 18 is provided with stops 21 and 22 at each 
end of the body 10 so that the pulling action on the 
body 10 will be transmitted throughout the body 10, 
and the forces thereon will not be localized. 
A second example of this invention is illustrated in 

FIGURE 8. Here the body of the bucket is ?exible and 
is designed for greater length and maneuverability. The 
body comprises a front solid section 28, and a rear 
solid section 30, having relatively short lengths com 
pared to the total length of the bucket. Joining the 
two sections ‘28 and 30 is a longitudinal coil section 31 
which provides a substantially closed container capable 
of being ?exed from a straight longitudinal position. 
The ‘front section 30 is provided with jaws '15 iden 

tical to those disclosed above. No further description 
of the jaws 15 is deemed necessary. 
The jaws 15 are operated by means of a cable 32 

or other ?exible connector joining the two ends of the 
bucket between a front sliding bar 34 and a rear slid 
ing bar 35 which are respectively mounted on the front 
and rear sections 28 and 30. Each of the bars 34 and 
35 has a front stop 36 and a rear stop 37. Bars 34 are 
pivotally connected to jaws 115 as described above. Thus 
the pulling action on the ?exible cable 32 will be trans 
mitted through the two rear stops 36 to guides 33 on 
both the front sections 28 and rear section 30 when 
the bucket is pulled to the left as seen in FIGURE 8. 
Also the ‘force on the cable 32 will be transmitted to 
both the front and rear sections 28 and v30 when the 
bucket is pulled to the right. Thus the distance be 
tween the front and rear sections 28 and 30 will remain 
substantially constant due to the connection of cable 
32, and the load within the bucket will not tend to 
elongate the coil material of the section 31. 
The ?exible bucket shown in FIGURES 8 and 9 has 

two advantages over present buckets. It has the advan 
tage of greater capacity for the same reason as pointed 
out with regard to the prior embodiment. It also al 
lows the use of a bucket having longer length than is 
feasible with a rigid body. The limiting factor as to 
the length of the rigid bucket is the width of the man 
hole through which it must be lifted. The bucket 
must pass around a roller in the bottom of the manhole 
and must clear the far side of the manhole as it is being 
returned to a vertical position. By utilizing a ?exible 
bucket structure, it is possible to clear the side of the 
manhole with a bucket of much longer length, since it 
can wrap about the pulley and bend so as to accommo 
date the manhole size. 

Various modi?cations may be evident to one skilled in 
this ?eld after a study of the above disclosures. For 
this reason it is intended that equivalent structures and 
elements be included within the scope of the claims set 
out below, which attempt to de?ne this invention. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. A bucket for cleaning sewers, comprising: 
a ?exible body of generally cylindrical cross section 

having an outside diameter slightly less than the 
inside diameter of the sewer to be cleaned there 
by; 
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A. 
a pair of clam-type closures pivotally connected to 

opposite sides of one end of said body and extend 
ing outwardly therefrom, said closures being com 
plementary to one another and to said body whereby 
they form longitudinal extensions of the body when 
in an open position and seal said one end of said 
body when pivoted relatively to said body to a 
closed position; 

a pair of ?exible movable elements slidably mounted 
by said body ‘for longitudinal movement relative 
thereto, said elements being operatively connected 
to said closures and adapted to selectively shift said 
closures between said open position and said closed 
position responsive to longitudinal movement of 
said elements relative to said body. 

2. A bucket for cleaning sewers, comprising: 
a cylindrical body having two open ends, the outside 

diameter of the body being slightly less than the 
interior diameter of the sewer to be cleaned there 
by, said body being formed as a ?exible unit to 
enable it to bend from a normal longitudinal posi 
tion; 

a pair of pivoted closures hingedly connected to said 
body at one open end thereof and extending out 
wardly therefrom; 

means slidably mounted adjacent the interior walls of 
said body and operatively connected to said closures 
‘for pivoting said closures relative to said body; 

and bale means connected to said last-named means, 
said bale means being located outwardly of the 
remaining open end of said body. 

. A bucket for cleaning sewers, comprising: 
a body of generally cylindrical cross section having 
an outside diameter slightly less than the inside 
diameter of the sewer to be cleaned thereby; 

a pair of clam-type closures pivotally connected to 
opposite sides of one end of said body and extend 
ing outwardly therefrom, said closures being com 
plementary to one another and to said body where 
by they vform longitudinal extensions of the body 
when in an open position and seal said one end of 
said body when pivoted relatively to said body to 
a closed position; 

a pair of movable elements slidably mounted by said 
body adjacent the interior surfaces thereof for 
longitudinal movement relative thereto along the 
interior surfaces thereof, said elements being angu 
lar-1y offset by 90° about the central longitudinal 
axis of the body relative to the closure hinges; each 
of said elements being pivotally connected to both 
of said closures adjacent the outer edges thereof; 

means operatively connected to said elements adapted 
to transmit thereto a pulling motion in a direction 
opposite to said closures; and 

said body comprising a ?exible unit, said elements 
being ?exible so as to enable both said body and 
said elements to conform to the longitudinal con 
?guration of the sewer to be cleaned thereby. 
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